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Asymptotic formula for the condensate wave function of a trapped Bose gas

Dionisios Margetis
Gordon McKay Laboratory, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138-2901

~Received 9 December 1999; published 10 April 2000!

An analytical property is pointed out for the universal differential equation first derived by Dalfovo,
Pitaevskii, and Stringari for the condensate wave function at the boundary of a trapped Bose gas. Specifically,
the constant multiplying the Airy function of the solution asymptotically outside the trap isA2. Accordingly,
the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin approximation is determined in the case of a spherically symmetric harmonic
potential. This calculation is related to Josephson-type currents flowing between well-separated traps.

PACS number~s!: 03.75.Fi, 32.80.Pj, 05.20.2y
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In an insightful paper@1#, Dalfovo, Pitaevskii, and
Stringari give the condensate wave function at the bound
of a boson gas with repulsive interactions atT50 in terms of
an ordinary differential equation of universal form; the foc
is on spherically symmetric traps. They proceed to comp
the leading term of the kinetic energy per atom of the c
densate. This differential equation connects the so-ca
Thomas-Fermi approximation, by neglect of the¹2 operator
inside the trap, to the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin~WKB!
formula, by neglect of the nonlinear term outside the trap
the notation of Ref.@1#, the equation is

f9~j!2f~j!32jf~j!50, ~1!

with the boundary conditions

lim
j→1`

f~j!50, lim
j→2`

~2j!21/2f~j!51. ~2!

Because of the first of these conditions, the nonlinear term
Eq. ~1! can be neglected forj→1`, yielding Airy’s equa-
tion. The solution to Eq.~1! becomes

f~j!;CAi ~j! as j→1`, ~3!

where Ai is the usual Airy function@2#. It is the purpose of
this report to point out the beautiful formula

C5A2, ~4!

which has been known in relation to a boundary-value pr
lem in plasma physics@3,4#, and to outline its possible im
plication for the physics of Bose-Einstein condensation. T
value for C signifies the effect of a boundary layer@5#; its
importance lies in the fact that Eq.~1! can be extended to
class of sufficiently smooth and slowly varying external p
tentials, wherej expresses the local normal to the bounda
@6,7#. In Ref. @6#, Wu recognizes the solutionf(j) to be a
special case of the second Painleve´ transcendent@8–10#.

In an attempt to verify Eq.~4! numerically, one may trea
f9(2j) as small forj→1` according to the scheme@11#

fn11~2j!5AjA11
fn9~2j!

jfn~2j!
,

f0~2j!5Aj ;f~2j!, ~5!
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ufn9~2j!/@jfn~2j!#u!1,

wheren50,1,2, . . . , and thesubscript denotes the order o
iteration. Hence,

f~2j!5Aj2j25/2w~j!, j.0, ~6!

w~j!;d01d1j231d2j261d3j291d4j212

1d5j215 as j→1`. ~7!

After some straightforward algebra,

d05
1

8
, d15

73

128
, d25

10 657

1024
,

d35
13 912 277

32 768
, d45

8 045 883 943

262 144
,

d55
14 518 450 612 315

4 194 304
. ~8!

The ensuing expansions forf(2j) and its derivative for
j→1` are

f~2j!;Aj2
1

8
j25/22

73

128
j211/22

10 657

1024
j217/2

2
13 912 277

32 768
j223/22

8 045 883 943

262 144
j229/2

2
14 518 450 612 315

4 194 304
j235/2, ~9!

f8~2j!;2
1

2
j21/22

5

16
j27/22

803

256
j213/22

181 169

2048
j219/2

2
319 982 371

65 536
j225/22

233 330 634 347

524 288
j231/2

2
508 145 771 431 025

8 388 608
j237/2. ~10!

The prime here denotes differentiation with respect to
argument. A suitable number of terms of these expansi
can be employed for the numerical calculation of the co
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stantC introduced in formula~3!. This program is carried ou
by use of the routineDIVPRK of the FORTRAN IMSL math-
ematical library.C is found to be

C51.414 213 649 795. ~11!

It is remarkable that Eq.~4! is then implied with an accurac
of seven decimal places.

In the following, the WKB solution is discussed briefl
for the spherically symmetric potentialVext5

1
2 mv0

2r 2, by
taking Eq.~4! seriously. With

L5~4a2N2mv0 /\!1/4, l5A2m/\v0, ~12!

rc~r !5S N2mv0

16p2\ D 1/4

q~ r̄ !, r̄ 5Amv0 /\r , ~13!

the Gross-Pitaevskii equation employed in Ref.@1# reduces
to

2q9~ r̄ !1 r̄ 2q~ r̄ !1L2
q~ r̄ !3

r̄ 2
5l2q~ r̄ !. ~14!

m is the relevant chemical potential andc(r ) is the normal-
ized condensate wave function@N21*dr uc(r )u251#. For
comparison with Ref.@6#, note that

m5E1
\v0L2

4 E
0

` dr̄

r̄ 2
q~ r̄ !4, ~15!

E being the energy per particle of the condensate.

When L@1, l;( 15
2 L2)1/5 @12#. For r̄ 2l@l21/3, the

WKB method yields

q~ r̄ !;C~ r̄ 22l2!21/4l21 exp$2~l2/2!@~ r̄ /l!A~ r̄ /l!221

2cosh21~ r̄ /l!#%. ~16!
-

it
de

05560
For fixedL, r̄ has to be large. This new constantC is inde-
pendent ofr̄ . On the other hand, the neglect of the seco
derivative in Eq.~14! furnishes

q~ r̄ !;~ r̄ /L!Al22 r̄ 2, 0< r̄ ,l, l2 r̄ @l21/3,
~17!

which is in accord with the approximation in Ref.@1# and
connects smoothly to the leading term of expansion~9!. For
l21/3! r̄ 2l!l1/5, expression~16! reduces to

q~ r̄ !;221/4Cl23/2~ r̄ /l21!21/4

3exp@22A2l2~ r̄ /l21!3/2/3#. ~18!

This formula connects to expression~3! via the replacements

j5~2l4!1/3~ r̄ /l21!, q~ r̄ !5
~2l4!1/3

L
f~j! ~19!

in Eq. ~14! where r̄ 2;l212l( r̄ 2l). By virtue of the
known large-argument approximation for the Airy functio
and Eq.~4! for C,

C5A15

2p
. ~20!

This equation enables an explicit analytical description
the Josephson-type current flowing between two sufficien
separated, spherically symmetric traps, in the spirit of R
@1#.

I am indebted to Professor Tai Tsun Wu for his advi
and to Professor Nicola Khuri of The Rockefeller Univers
for a useful discussion. This work was supported in part
the U.S. Department of Energy under Grant No. DE-FG0
84ER40158.
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